
PASS  THE LOVE:
WOCF & CC 

HOLIDAY CAMPAIGN COLLABORATION
CONCEPT BOARD



SUMMARY
CC & WOCF’s Holiday Campaign is all above Passing on Messages of Love this Holiday Season. 

The IG post will consist of WOCF & CC members “passing on” a message of Love to each other:

○ 1st member holds up a paper cut-out in the shape of a heart as they deliver their 

message.

○ Next, they push the heart shape up to camera (covering the lens).

○ (Pass Off Illusion) The next member pulls a heart cut-out back from the lens                 

and holds it up as they deliver their message. Then, cover the lens with the                 

heart.  (Repeat 1st 3 steps until all members have delivered Love message).

○ This will continue until the last member, pulls back a connected row of cut out         

hearts. Then, covers the lens with the heart.

○ Cut to> promo stamp: “Pass On the Love….”  with CC & WOCF Logo to close



FLOWBOARD

Then pushes cut-out                      
up to the camera lens.

Member holds up heart 
cut-out as they deliver 

message of Love
The next member pulls 
the heart shape back 
from the camera lens.

Member holds up heart cut-out 
as they deliver message of Love

REPEAT UNTIL WE GET 
THROUGH ALL MEMBERS IN 

THE CAMPAIGN

Marilyn (CC Founder)  & Landi (WOCF Founder) hold up 
row of hearts in a split frame as they deliver final 

message.

Simultaneously, push 
cut-outs up to the 

camera lens.

FINAL PROMO CAMPAIGN 
MESSAGE

PASS THE LOVE

“INSERT CATCHY CLOSING LINES HERE”

Then pushes cut-out                      

up to the camera lens.



VIDEO EXAMPLE

This video shows the Pass the Brush Challenge. Our version would be 

simplified in which each member holds up the heart, delivers their 

message and then pushes the                                                                    

heart shape up to the camera                                                                                     

lens. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CIN94ThfHqY

